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Asana this week:

Name: Breath of Joy (FOU Ha)  
The Breath of Joy awakens your whole system. It increases oxygen levels in the bloodstream,  
temporarily stimulating the sympathetic nervous system, circulating more prana.  
A forceful exhalation lightly detoxifies the body and helps release pent-up tension.  
After completing several rounds, the parasympathetic system (which sustains the body at rest) kicks in,  
leaving the mind calm and focused. The result is a state of homeostatic balance that the yogis call sattva.  
These qualities make Breath of Joy especially effective in managing mood. The practice counters the shallow 
upper chest breathing of anxiety by inviting the breath to fill every milliliter of the lungs. Like a strong bright 
wind, it also sweeps away the sluggishness of depression, lethargy, and infuses the mind with a serene sense of 
clarity.

I suggest to start the day (after your Morning-Wake-Up Stretch) with a dozen Breath of Joy.  
To sweep out the FOU of the sleep and greet the day with a Ha!

Description:  
To practice Breath of Joy, stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and parallel, knees slightly bent.  
Inhale one-third of your lung capacity and swing your arms up in front of your body/F , bringing them parallel 
to each other at shoulder level, with palms facing the ceiling.  
Continue inhaling to two-thirds capacity and stretch your arms out to the side/O like wings to shoulder level.  
Inhale to full capacity and swing your arms parallel and up/over your head/U, palms facing each other.  
Open your mouth and exhale completely with an audible Ha, bending the knees more deeply as you sink into a 
standing squat (depending upon the strength of you legs) and swing your arms down and back behind you like a 
diver.  
Repeat a dozen or so times. Don’t force or strain the body or breath; simply be absorbed by the peacefully  
stimulating rhythm. Return to standing. Close your eyes and experience the effects. Notice how quickly your 
heart beats; feel the sensations in your face and arms, and the tingling in the palms of your hands.

Physical Benefits:

Precautions/Adaptations/Variations: This practice may not be appropriate for everyone. Skip it if you have 
high blood pressure or if you suffer from any kind of head or eye injury, like migraines or glaucoma. If you start 
to feel light-headed, instead of lighthearted, stop for a minute and just breathe normally.

Name: Making an avocado sandwich!

Description: How do you forward fold? Not at the waist but at the hinge joint of the body, I hope.

Please follow this link for a well done explanation.  
BEND YOUR KNEES, do not bend forward without first bending your knees. How much? It’s an individual 
call.  
Place the hands, with the palms facing up, on the front of the body between legs and hips where the valley 
begins when you bend forward. Imagine you have half an avocado sitting on each hand, carefully bend forward, 
making your sandwich and bend your knees according to your hamstrings. If you can’t bend too much forward 
you will notice that with more bend in the knees you may be able to come a little more, do not round out the 
back, keep the natural cures.  Aligning the head and shoulders with the back until you have completely folded. 
When you decide to come up, lead with the heart and not the head or you may make yourself dizzy.

https://yogatherapyalacarte.com/2018/03/07/spine-relief/


Physical Benefits: Moving as the body was made to do.

Name: Balancing with Crossed Legs & Forward Fold

Description: Please read Precautions/Adaptions/Variations before proceeding.  
Cross one foot over the other and cross your arms over your chest. Hinging at the hips, forward fold, lowering 
your head/letting it dangle and eventually close your eyes. The elbows can move away from the body. Repeat 
on the other side.

Physical Benefits: working on your balance, stretching your hamstrings, all benefits of a forward fold.

PrecautionsAdaptations/Variations: Always have a micro bend of the knees, if the hamstrings are tight you 
may need to bend the knees accordingly.  
Begin with the buttocks touching the wall before you attend to do this exercise free standing.  
Be mindful that you forward fold from your hinging joint and not from the waist.

General Class:  
Restorative with the Breath: with blanket across and lengthwise, legs on a chair.

Attunement/Starting Pose/Supine: Morning Wake-Up Stretch, Hip Openers with Bent Legs(Small Circles 
Together, Circles Apart and Large, In/Out Together), Ankles/Wrists Flex-Extend  

Warm-Up/Prone: Child’s Pose, Walk to the Right/Left, Thread the Needle, Cat n’ Cow, Balancing Cat, Child’s 
Pose to Updog Flow  
Supine: Sacrum & Knee Series, Tibetan #2/Leg Lifts  
 
Standing: (including Balance) Forward Folding/Making an Avocado Sandwich, Breath of Joy  
Chair: Nyasam (sliding hand movements), Twist R/L

Savasana: Didn’t happen in many classes this week!

Essential Oil: doTerra “Citrus Bliss”  
Oil from the peel of the following: wild Orange, Citrus/Lemon, Grapefruit, Mandarin Orange, Bergamot, 
Tangerine, Clementine, Vanilla Bean

Music: Deuter: “Sea and Silence”

Quote:  
Yoga is the perfect opportunity to be curious about who you are.” – Jason Crandell

At the end, it is not the years in your life that count it’s the life in our years.” -A. Lincoln

Miscellaneous:   Suggest reading regarding health and diet: “Medical Medium”, “Life Changing Food” and 
“Thyroid” all three by Anthony William.


